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Tricia draws on her clairvoyant
ability and extraordinary
intuition to get right to the
heart of your problems.

THREE'S A CROWD
PLENTY oF FlsH

:'
It's time for you to take off the party mask
and have a good l00k at who is underneath.
How do you really feel about yourself while you
keep up this masquerade? Being deceptive will
leave you feeling guilty and shallow and in the
end that leads to seltcontempt. lf you respect
your lovers at all, you will be honest with them
both and declare your intentions. lf you just

want to have fun, tell them. There is nothing
wrong with being a {ree sprit, you just need
be responsible regarding the impact your
behaviour is having on others.
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The only thing you have lost is your
confidence. Fear and self-doubt have
obscured your dreams and doused your
passion. Stop looking outside yourself for
the answers or for someone t0 rescue you.
Go back to your heart where your dreams
were originally born. Rewrite the script in
your life by redefining your character and
then tap into your inner resources t0 attract
abundance in the world.
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